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DESPITE a decade of ever more concerted interventions across remote Aboriginal 

Australia, there has been little change in the landscape of the bush communities. 

Indigenous men and women know the truth; outsiders with clear eyes can see it as well. 

The police statistics and incarceration rates confirm it. A slowly building social crisis in 

the indigenous-populated regions of the centre and north is reaching its crescendo.  

Not only does the gap between the remote world and the mainstream persist, the disparity is 

deepening: it makes more sense to speak of an abyss engulfing the Aboriginal settlements of 

the far outback and the fringe camps. 

State and commonwealth government ministers and policy designers like to highlight 

particular problems in remote communities and townships, and announce targeted solutions 

— but the foundation problem is the place now assigned to indigenous people of traditional 

background in the political economy of Australia, and the merry-go-round of changing top-

down initiatives to shape and guide their advancement. 

It is this constant flux of control measures that has produced the pattern of resistance and 

withdrawal outlined in these pages last week. In all directions the view is similar. The 
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drumbeat of youth suicides and self-harm episodes in the Kimberley continues; up and down 

Cape York, teenagers speak of their sense of stress and distress, and the emptiness of the life-

paths open to them. 

For the indigenous population in much of remote Australia, about 80,000 people, health and 

mortality figures relative to those of the general population are actually declining because of 

lack of engagement in antenatal and maternal healthcare. “It is as if remote Aborigines are 

ready to risk their own destruction,” declares the historian John Hirst, “rather than be what 

we want them to be.” 

Is there an alternative approach, a different way for the nation to go about its dealings with its 

remote indigenous communities? How to combat the sense of powerlessness that looms large 

in the minds of bush Aboriginal men, women and children, and so create the conditions for a 

modern, bicultural society to flourish on traditional lands? 

The present disaster has been long in the making. A viable, serious response must also, of 

necessity, adopt a long time frame. It can draw inspiration from two neglected sources: first, 

the success stories that filled the remote desert and Top End in past decades, when missions 

and cattle stations were the contact centres between Australia’s two distinct worlds; second, 

the experience of other post-colonial states: countries that have opted to give their own “first 

nation” cultural minorities the right to represent themselves and have a role in administering 

their region’s affairs. 

The Coalition that came to power nearly 1½ years ago spoke the language of new compacts 

and radical change, but the change it has opted for is a large-scale redesign of the service 

delivery bureaucracy. 

With one hand its senior public servants have taken over the blueprint set out by Cape York 

reformer Noel Pearson for an opt-in network of “empowered communities” to guide projects 

in their regions and turned it into a talking shop for indigenous organisation veterans; with 

the other, they have concentrated the plethora of Aboriginal spending programs into five 

“streams”, with every grant needing to be resubmitted for personal ministerial approval: this 

is the so-called Indigenous Advancement Strategy. 

Twice already the deadline for completing this institutional reform has been missed. 

Computer chaos has gripped the system. The funding applications are Kafkaesque, “key 

performance indicator”-laced 60-page documents that guarantee continued outsider primacy 

in remote community affairs. These empty reshufflings have been the great events in 

Aboriginal affairs during the tenure of Tony Abbott, though they are unseen by the wider 

world, and almost unknown. 

Canberra is trying at the same time to cede a degree of responsibility to Aboriginal groups 

and micro-manage all their actions. 

This conflicted administrative approach weaves forward alongside the ongoing bizarre 

campaign to secure 99-year federal leases over remote communities and the remote schools 

attendance drive, already known inside the bureaucracy as the “indigenous pink batts 

scheme”. 
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Overshadowing all these ventures is the renewed drive to “develop the north”, which has 

been seized on by the Northern Territory regime as a charter for restricting Aboriginal 

interests in both land and coastal zones. 

The commonwealth and Darwin are now quietly aiming to scale back the federal Land Rights 

Act and undermine the representative power of the two large land councils in the desert and 

the north — the most determined attack on Aboriginal autonomy for a generation, advanced 

despite the disquiet of two conservative architects of land rights, former prime minister 

Malcolm Fraser and former Aboriginal affairs minister Ian Viner. 

At the heart of all these current blueprints is a reluctance on the part of the federal 

government and its public service to recognise the specific histories and place of remote 

indigenous populations, and diagnose their needs and the priorities for the harmonious 

evolution of their domains. 

There is a plain and fundamental divide in Aboriginal Australia: it is the divide between 

regional and southern Aboriginal groups, who exist as a variegated minority within the 

mainstream of society, and communities of traditionally accented people who are a large 

majority on their land, still speak their own languages and seek to orient their lives round 

ceremonial activity. 

This is clear to the Prime Minister and his cabinet members through extensive personal 

experience. But the divide in the circumstances of the two distinct indigenous groups is 

obscured and papered over by the bureaucracy’s reliance on race-based definitions and policy 

categories, and the resultant broad national uniformity of approach. 

The natural way to overcome the problem would be by creating a special portfolio for remote 

Australia and addressing the plight of the bush square-on — a logical priority for the 

commonwealth, given the indifference and metropolitan focus of the states. 

Thinking of this kind, calibrated to local contours, leads like an arrow to new approaches: 

special economic zones to further Aboriginal-staffed enterprises; requirements for large 

regional and remote-based businesses to employ locals rather than merely meet loose 

indigenous employment targets that permit outside hiring; priority road and infrastructure 

projects that connect the Aboriginal bush to the wider nation. 

As it happens, this was the trajectory Australia was following in a modest, informal fashion 

more than half a century ago, when the remote indigenous population was much smaller, 

welfare transfer payments were in their infancy and well-paid white consultants and training 

project officers were unknown in the deserts and the north. 

The key employer in much of the inland was the cattle industry: it supported extended 

Aboriginal family groups, it was viable and the indigenous workers supplied the vital skills 

on the ground. 

Strong nostalgia for the cattle days persists among old indigenous stockmen precisely 

because the cattle camps were largely autonomous: evidence of this pattern can be seen in the 

startling 1960s documentary from the Tanami Desert country, Coniston Muster, which 

records the smooth workings of an all-Warlpiri stock camp. 
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Many of the remote missions, much derided now, were also largely self-sufficient operations, 

running their own livestock, operating mechanical workshops, nurseries, and gardens without 

significant subsidy. 

The decaying remains of the old orchards and pastures still surround today’s welfare 

communities. 

The point, of course, is that all local control has been progressively removed, with the best of 

intentions, from these small societies, and their purpose has changed. Once they were 

designed to protect remote Aboriginal groups from the wider Australia: now they are seen as 

halfway havens designed to bring bush people into greater conformity with the knowledge 

systems and the behaviour patterns of the contemporary world. 

The past, here, is not a precise model, but an indicator that there is nothing implausible about 

remote community self-sufficiency. Community development funding, which eventually 

evolved into the much-critiqued Community Development Employment Projects scheme, in 

fact began as an informal, locally devised means of pooling all governmental support income 

and using it for collective priorities, with workers being paid according to their efforts, not as 

a result of the mere inclusion of their names on the payroll. 

Even today, an employment profile that supported a standard remote community population 

along the lines seen in most small regional townships could be simply brought into effect, 

with tourism, land management, pastoral and municipal components kept internal: no town-

based electrician or plumber would need to travel out from Alice Springs to a bush 

community to do repair works a local could do. 

Yet this task of placing community members in jobs is proving quite beyond the current 

Remote Jobs and Communities Program, which is heavily funded to support its cadre of 

external trainers and administrators. 

What could be done differently? A determined federal and state reform program might easily 

favour the swift private sector employment of remote community men and women by the 

simple expedient of reserving sections of the economy for them: fishing, remote cattle work, 

land, forest and fire management and parks work. 

It could give strong tax incentives to corporations that pursue enterprises on bush lands, it 

could require set-off bush projects as a condition of mining and resources ventures; above all, 

the commonwealth could easily take steps to correct the vast corruptions in the present 

system rather than connive in their cover-up. The overwhelming wastage in the first Territory 

bush housing project, the Strategic Indigenous Housing and Infrastructure Program, is well-

known: much of the initial funding tranche of $500 million evaporated in padded costs, 

consultancy fees and management charges, yet no serious assessment of the fiasco ever took 

place. 

The officials who oversaw it are still in high positions in Canberra and Darwin: failure leads 

upwards in the indigenous affairs bureaucracy to this day. 

A voucher system for bush housing and the return of all bush indigenous accommodation to 

locally run trusts would help restore a sense of control to communities. 
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The collapse of remote school performance can best be improved not by corralling pupils into 

classrooms but by creating a special elite of the best young teachers in the country, defining a 

dedicated career path of remote area instruction for them and setting up a network of 

regionally based high-grade boarding schools, complete with paid house parents and a 

developed, bicultural curriculum. 

Each sizeable remote community requires an expert administrator drawn from a group of 

career specialists and appointed for a long term. These men and women could be locals or 

outsiders, but they would be graduates of a dedicated institution — a modern equivalent of 

the Australian School of Pacific Administration, the Sydney-based college that trained the 

successful specialist Territory community managers of the mid-century; assisting each of 

these representatives, who would serve both as guardians of their community and advocates 

for its interests, a local leadership group based on traditional authority lines would give 

advice and assent. 

None of these reforms is novel, or would come at high cost, given the present enormous sums 

expended for no gain in indigenous community affairs. The plain truth is that remote 

indigenous-populated areas have gone backwards in recent years on almost every index, 

despite the best attempts of government. 

The bush has become a development deficit zone: it has a deficit in infrastructure and 

accommodation, a surplus of manpower and no jobs taken up by locals. A hard conclusion 

must be drawn: that the present cycle cannot be broken by government agencies under current 

rules and ground conditions, and the time has arrived to consider declaring a special 

“transformation” schema to cover indigenous regions of the bush. 

Instead of remote-area service funds going automatically to public service departments that 

then outsource to their preferred associates and business partners, international relief and 

crisis groups could then be invited to submit proposals for key regional infrastructure projects 

over two-year periods, with performance incentives built into their contracts to reward 

measurable success. 

Such a move would introduce new, competing ways of running the bush landscape. 

It would also mark an acknowledgment by the commonwealth that its measures have failed 

the remote Aboriginal world, and the recent phase of its stewardship has not been a happy 

one. 

In all this, the chief mystery is the apparent capacity deficit. There seems to be no willingness 

on the part of bush Aboriginal groups to help themselves. 

Yet indigenous community long-timers know very well that the remote Aboriginal population 

routinely engages in determined, finely calibrated collective action. 

Every year, across the Top End and the deserts, hundreds of men from across the landscape 

converge to perform a complex sequence of ceremonial activities that last for weeks and 

months; they supply themselves with all their needs. 
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Similarly, whenever a sports weekend or race meeting is held in the small indigenous 

communities of the far inland, it is run by locals, and it runs like clockwork, largely 

independent of any mainstream adviser or manager. 

In other words, the remote population is more than able to conceive and complete any task or 

project it sees as central to its own existence or that it controls free from outside oversight. 

This is another clue to the obvious path not taken: the path blazed by other Western settler 

nations that have faced the same baffling dilemmas Australia confronts with its indigenous 

responsibilities. The US and New Zealand may seem to offer the most obvious parallels to 

Australian experience, but both reached early territorial settlements after military campaigns. 

The more intriguing examples of contemporary political redesign in relations between a 

colonial state and its first nation groups can be found in the recent shifts in Canada and 

Denmark: both have granted a degree of autonomy to their Inuit peoples. 

In Danish-controlled Greenland and in Canada’s Northwest Territories, the social map is 

much like that of remote indigenous Australia: large, sparsely occupied land masses, 

indigenous communities, substance abuse, lack of employment or engagement with the 

surrounding mainstream society. After long debate, both countries opted to phase in semi-

autonomous regional governments, acting on the theory that a sense of disempowerment lay 

at the heart of the travails their indigenous populations faced. 

How might such a path be followed in Australia? 

The Northern Territory, which is wholly under the control of the commonwealth, would be 

the natural candidate for such a project of movement towards a degree of Aboriginal 

autonomy: its bush regions are almost wholly inhabited by indigenous people of traditional 

background in two main cultural blocs, the desert and the Top End. 

Both those blocs are completely disengaged from the Territory regime in Darwin, which runs 

its affairs as a city-state and has no commitment to the Aboriginal world within its borders. A 

creative prime minister for indigenous affairs would simply declare a special governorate 

over the remote Territory, appoint a commissioner, and tie the remote area funds now given 

to Darwin, so ensuring that they reach the bush regions. 

This could be done at once by the simple expedient of dividing the Territory’s 

Commonwealth Grants Commission income into two streams. 

Indigenous groups across the centre and the north have long called for regional councils, and 

over the past decade two such panels, the Dilak in northeast Arnhem Land and the 

Thamarrurr group in the Daly region, have briefly shimmered into being. 

They would form the natural basis for a future regional assembly, non-political and based on 

traditional authority lines. 

A set period could be designated for the transition to indigenous autonomy, in much the way 

the Canadian transition from the Northwest Territories to the territory of Nunavut and the 

Danish transformation of Greenland’s governmental system from colonial to home rule 
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model were accomplished over quarter-century periods. In the course of such a protracted 

interval, Territory bush indigenous communities would have a goal to impel them and 

benchmarks to meet: time is thus made into a tool of policy, and clear parameters established 

for a society to direct its own evolution. 

The examples offered by other liberal democracies with settler backgrounds are clear enough, 

but no serious discussion of Aboriginal autonomy is under way at present in Australia: 

indeed, the traffic is very much in the other direction, towards ever-greater central 

bureaucratic control. 

Of course, indigenous self-government is not a panacea, nor has it provided immediate 

answers to the social stresses of first peoples where it has been brought in; but even 

considering such an alternative path ahead makes plain how many of the tensions in relations 

between remote communities and the mainstream are political: who controls resources, who 

decides on developments, who has what rights in title to land. 

The arguments in favour of considering a completely new administrative structure in the 

north are both moral and practical: at a time when purely symbolic constitutional recognition 

of indigenous people is on the agenda, a far more consequential option for the governance of 

remote Australia is waiting in the wings. 

 


